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I. INTRODUCTION

To the average student of pleading and practice, the origin and theory of payment as an affirmative defense is not only an anomaly in name, but also an anomaly in fact. While one eminent authority\(^1\) seems to think that "According to the course of judicial decisions" the general rules regarding such a defense are clear and certain and that there is hardly a "dissent" as to the same, another writer, perhaps not so eminent, but at least to be highly respected, remarks: "The authorities are not at one as to whether the defense of payment is new matter to be specially pleaded, or whether it may be proved under a general denial."\(^2\) The problem has been touched upon by numerous text-writers,\(^3\) it has been the central theme of many decisions,\(^4\) and of at least one very able opinion.\(^5\)

---

†Professor of Law, New Jersey Law School.
\(^1\) Pomeroy's Code Remedies (4th ed.), sec. 541.
\(^2\) Phillips on Code Pleading, sec. 363.
In view of this divergence of opinion on the part of the authorities, plus the fact that the question has been before the courts on so many occasions, and is of constant recurrence, it might not be inappropriate to make of it a new study. This should be done, not so much in the hope of adding any new thought, as to collect and arrange in some comprehensive and systematic manner the most important material on the subject, to attempt an explanation of the anomaly, to work out the different situations which have been evolved thru variations from the general rule, and to draw, from an analysis of the cases, a conclusion as to whether such a defense ought to be abolished, or whether, despite the anomaly connected therewith, it should be retained as a matter of sound policy.
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II. HISTORY OF THE ANOMALY

Under the earlier common law pleading, the courts attempted to enforce the rule that under the general issue the defendant was limited to evidence tending to controvert the facts stated in the declaration and could not dispute anything which went to dispute liability. Hence, if his defense was new matter, he was required to plead it specially.

This strict and true theory of common law pleading never did fit the action of debt on a simple contract. This was due to the peculiar character of the plaintiff's allegations in that action. The declaration really stated a conclusion of law, which did not fairly apprise the defendant of the plaintiff's actual cause of action, and made it impracticable for him to plead specially. In fairness to the defendant, therefore, the courts early adopted the rule that the defendant, in an action of debt, could show anything under the general issue that had a tendency to show no debt. The situation was not the same in the action of general assumpsit. Mr. Justice Selden, in the course of his masterly opinion in the leading case of McKyring v. Bull, attributed the distinction as to the results in the two forms of action (and no doubt correctly) to the difference in phraseology used in the two forms of action. He said:

"The declaration, in debt, averred an existing indebtedness, and this amount was traversed by the plea of nil debet, in the present tense; hence, nothing could be excluded which tended to prove that there was no subsisting debt when the suit was commenced. In assumpsit, on the contrary, both the averment in the declaration and the traverse in the plea were in the past, instead of the present, tense, and related to a time anterior to the commencement of the suit. Under non assumpsit, therefore, so long as the rule of pleading which excludes all proof not strictly within the issue was adhered to, no evidence could be received except such as would tend to show that the defendant never made the promise. That this was the view taken of these pleas in the earlier cases, is clear."

Such was the situation when the action of indebitatus assumpsit came in; that is, in all actions but debt, the strict theory that no defense was available under the general issue, except such as went in denial of the truth of the facts stated in the declaration. But the development of this action saw a wide departure from the strict
theory of pleading. "The first departure was in relation to the
general issue in actions of indebitatus assumpsit."9 As a matter of
theory, where the action was based on an implied promise, it could be
squared with the true theory of pleading, by reference to the peculiar
nature of the action of indebitatus assumpsit. The promise on
which the plaintiff relied was a mere fiction; it was an inference or
conclusion of law, raised by the law from the "debt or legal liability",10
alleged as its consideration. This being true, it followed that what-
ever operated to disprove a subsisting debt or legal liability, at the
time of the commencement of the action, would go to disprove the
promise alleged. And as the existence of the debt could be challenged
by showing that it had been paid, its legal effect was to deny the
promise, and hence it supported the plea of non assumpsit.11 Speak-
ing of this, Mr. Justice Selden
said:12

"But, notwithstanding the distinction adverted to * * * the
admission of the evidence, even in actions of indebitatus as-
sumpsit, was a plain departure from the issue upon non assump-
sit, which was, in terms, that the defendant had not promised;
a departure, however, supposed to be justified as a sacrifice of
form to substance."

At this point, as indicated by one of the text-writers,13 it is well to
note that:

"In the action of indebitatus assumpsit, the plea of non as-
sumpsit, tho expressed in the past tense, does not mean that the
defendant did not actually promise, as stated in the declara-
tion (for the promise is not founded on a promise in fact); but
that he is, at the time of pleading, not indebted to the plaintiff,
or not in law liable to the demand, made in the declaration."

While the result achieved under the plea of non assumpsit in
indebitatus assumpsit, where the promise was implied in law, might
perhaps have been justified in legal theory, the same result in an
action of assumpsit on express promises, could not have been justified,
that is a matter of history, the end achieved was the same. Hence,
special matters of defense, such as payment, were, on principle, in-
admissible in the latter action. Such undoubtedly was the early
common law rule.14

But the courts soon lost sight of the fact that the reasons for ad-
mitting payment and other affirmative defenses to be used under the

9Ibid., at p. 300.
10This has been called assumpsit in law; see the opinion in McKyring v. Bull,
supra, n. 7.
12Supra, n. 7, at p. 300.
13Supra, n. 11.
14McKyring v. Bull, supra, n. 7; also n. 11.
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general issues in debt and indebitatus assumpsit were inapplicable to
the action of assumpsit upon an express promise, thru a failure to
keep in mind the fundamental distinction between the two forms of
action, and hence it is not surprising to find that the loose practices
that prevailed in those forms of action, should be carried over into
special assumpsit. Referring to this, Mr. Justice Selden said:15

"By disregarding it [the distinction between the two forms
of action], a manifest incongruity in pleading was produced.
Tested by the language of the record, there was no difference in
the issue formed by the plea of non assumpsit, whether the
promise was express or implied. The courts, therefore, lost
sight, after a time, of the distinction upon which special defenses
were originally admitted in actions of indebitatus assumpsit
alone, and, looking only at the record, took another stride, and
admitted evidence of payment, release, arbitrament, &c., under
non assumpsit, without regard to the nature of the promise."

As a result of this remarkable transition, prior to 1834, in the action
of debt, indebitatus assumpsit, and special assumpsit, in fact, in all
actions of trespass on the case, whether arising ex contractu or ex
delicto under the general issue, any matter which would dispute the
truth of the declaration or avoid the liability, could be shown.16
This proved very unsatisfactory. The plaintiff could not tell whether
the defendant was disputing a point of fact or denying liability,
altho the main object of the pleadings was to bring the parties to a
single, clear-cut, well-defined issue. As a result, there were constant
surprises during the trial, the parties were put to greater preparation
and additional expense, and new trials became more frequent. This
confusion created a persistent demand for some change, but the
courts had gone so far that they found it impossible to retrace their
steps.17

To remedy the evils of this situation, it finally took an act of
Parliament, which, by the act of 3rd and 4th William IV, ch. 42,
sec. 1, conferred on the judges in Hilary Term, the authority to

15McKyring v. Bull, supra, n. 7, at p. 301; see in that case the opinion of Mr.
Justice Selden, where, in referring to this point, he said (p. 300): "That this was
the reasoning originally resorted to is plain from some of the older cases on the
subject. In Beckford v. Clarke, 1 Sid. 236, which was an action of assumpsit
brought upon a special promise to secure goods from perils, those of the sea ex-
cepted, the court of King's Bench held that in assumpsit in fact, upon non-as-
sumpsit pleaded, a release could not be given in evidence as a defense, but
on assumpsit in law it might. So in the case of Fits v. Freestone, 1 Mod. (Eng.)
210, it was held: 'That in an action grounded upon a promise in law, payment
before the action brought is allowed to be given in evidence upon non-assumpsit;
but when the action is grounded upon a special promise, then payment or any
other legal discharge must be pleaded.""
formulate a new set of rules. The rules adopted in pursuance of that authority are now familiarly known as the Hilary Rules, and they provided, among other things, that in actions of assumpsit the plea of non assumpsit should operate where the promise was express, as a denial of the promise, and where it was implied, of the matters of fact upon which the promise was founded.

In regard to this, a great judge said:18

“The object of this rule was to restore pleading in assumpsit to its original logical simplicity. It was obviously intended as a mere correction of previous judicial errors. It interprets the plea of non assumpsit strictly according to its terms, and thus plainly indicates that the courts had erred in departing from these terms. That this was the view of the judges, is shown by the different course taken in regard to the plea of nil debet. As this plea, construed according to its terms, included every possible defense within the issue which it formed, the judges did not attempt to change the import of those terms, but abrogated the plea. Rule two, under the head of “Covenant and Debt,” provides that “The plea of nil debet shall not be allowed in any action;” and rule three substitutes the plea of nunquam indebitatus in its place. Thus the whole practice, which had continued for centuries, of receiving evidence of payment, and other special defenses under the plea of nil debet and non assumpsit, was swept away.”

III. THEORIES AS TO HOW THE ANOMALY DEVELOPED

So much for the history of the anomaly. It consisted of three distinct periods: (1) The period in which the strict theory of pleading prevailed, or in which nothing could be shown under the general issue except that which went to dispute the truth of the declaration; (2) the period during which, under the general issue, not only matter tending to dispute the truth of the declaration, but also matter denying liability, could be shown; (3) and finally, the period during which, under the influence of the Hilary Rules, the old and strict theory of pleading, under which matter disputing the truth of the facts stated in the declaration, was all that could be shown under the general issue, was restored. But all this fails to explain the real anomaly of payment as an affirmative defense, how in debt on a simple contract, instead of the plaintiff having to prove nonpayment, the defendant had to prove payment, or the reason the defense of payment developed as it did. This is left in the dark. By way of explanation of how the anomaly developed, three theories have been advanced:

18Ibid., at p. 302.
THEORY NUMBER ONE

The first theory is based upon the nature of an action upon a common law bond. In such a bond the defendant acknowledged himself to owe and stand indebted to the plaintiff in a specified penal sum, the same to become void on the payment of a less amount at a future day. The plaintiff, in suing to recover the penalty, alleged a promise on the part of the defendant and a failure to pay. Suppose the defendant pleads that he has paid the same. His defense is not a defense of payment in the true sense; it merely goes to show that the bond is void, or offers an excuse for nonpayment. But this particular plea of payment, made to show the bond is void or to show no liability, was sometimes pleaded specially. It is submitted that the courts may have confused the plea of payment in a suit on a bond with the true plea of payment, and thus held that the true plea of payment had to be specially pleaded.19

THEORY NUMBER TWO

The second theory is based upon the supposition that perhaps the plea of payment may originally have been a specific traverse. Thus, suppose that the plaintiff sued the defendant for goods sold and delivered, at the defendant's request, and alleged nonpayment. Then, suppose that the defendant specifically traversed stating that he did pay. The defendant's plea is negative in effect, but affirmative in form. As a result of using a specific traverse, which was affirmative in form, the idea may have developed that the plea of payment was an affirmative plea.20

THEORY NUMBER THREE

The third theory is based on the question of how much of the burden of proof, as a matter of sound policy, ought to be placed on the plaintiff in order for him to establish his case. It has been suggested in this regard that the courts, not favoring the idea of forcing the plaintiff to prove a negative—nonpayment—a thing the law abhors, thought it good policy to place the burden of proving payment on the defendant, thus eliminating the necessity of the plaintiff having to prove nonpayment, even tho it was alleged.21

IV. DIFFERENT SITUATIONS ON PAYMENT AS AN AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE AS EVOLVED FROM THE CASES THROUGH VARIATIONS FROM THE GENERAL RULE

While the general rule, according to the weight of authority, is

21Supra, n. 19.
clear, there have been a number of departures from it in the nature of contradictions, exceptions and variations. Altho no attempt is here made to give a complete list of these, it is believed that the most important ones will be found below:

THE GENERAL RULE

Neither payment nor any other defense which confesses and avoids the cause of action can in any case be given in evidence as a defense containing simply a general denial of the allegations of the complaint.2

CONTRADICTIONS, EXCEPTIONS AND VARIATIONS

I.

Payment may be shown under a general denial and need not be pleaded specially.23

2.

Payment may be shown under a general denial in a suit on an existing balance.24

3.

Payment may be shown under a general denial in a suit where the indebtedness is merely stated in general terms.25

4.

Payment may be shown under a general denial where the fact of nonpayment is alleged in the complaint as a necessary and material fact to constitute a cause of action.26

5.

Payment may be shown under a general denial where the goods have been paid for on delivery.27

6.

Payment may be shown under a general denial when no indebted-

22See the cases collected in 30 Cyc. 1253, n. 15; 1262, n. 5.
23For a collection of cases contra to the general rule, see 30 Cyc. 1262, n. 5.
25See the cases collected in 30 Cyc. 1263, n. 10.
26See 30 Cyc. 1262, n. 8.
27McDonald v. Faulkner, 2 Ark. 472 (1839); Hendrickson v. Hutchinson, 29 N. J. L. 180 (1861); Bussey v. Barnett, 9 M. & W. (Eng.) 312 (1842).
ness existed on account of money received and applied by the defendant.\(^{28}\)

7. Payment, in a suit against an administrator, may be shown by the administrator without pleading it specially.\(^{29}\)

8. Payment may be shown under a general denial if the defendant files with the plea a descriptive account of the payments alleged to have been made.\(^{30}\)

9. Payment may be shown under a general denial in an action on a contract by a vendor against a vendee.\(^{31}\)

10. Payment may be shown under a general denial in an action of conversion in order to show no conversion.\(^{32}\)

11. Payment may be shown under a general denial where it was made before the assignment of the contract.\(^{33}\)

12. Payment may be shown under a general denial, even in a state where the general rule is recognized, where no objection is made to the introduction of evidence concerning payment, the court treating it as a case where the pleading was proper.\(^{34}\)

13. An allegation of nonpayment is essential to a complaint, but is not placed in issue by a general denial.\(^{35}\)

14. An allegation of nonpayment is not essential to a complaint, and hence is not in issue under a general denial.\(^{36}\)

15. Payment constitutes new matter which necessitates a reply.\(^{37}\)

\(^{28}\)Marvin v. Mandell, 125 Mass. 562 (1878).

\(^{29}\)Gray v. Thomas, 12 S. & M. (Miss.) 111 (1849); but that the general rule in Mississippi is contra, see Sivley v. Williamson, supra, n. 4.

\(^{30}\)Richmond City Ry. Co. v. Johnson, 90 Va. 775 (1894).

\(^{31}\)Patterson v. J. Walter Gage Realty Co., 150 N. Y. S. 215 (1914).

\(^{32}\)Albers v. Commercial Bank, 85 Mo. 173 (1884).

\(^{33}\)Penwell v. Flickinger, 46 Mont. 526 (1913).

\(^{34}\)Mulhall v. Mulhall, 30 Okla. 252 (1895).

\(^{35}\)Lent v. N. Y. & M. R. Co., 130 N. Y. 304 (1892).

\(^{36}\)Rossetter v. Schultz, 62 Wis. 655 (1885).

\(^{37}\)Hubler v. Pullen, 9 Ind. 273 (1857); Benicia Agricultural Works v. Creighton, 21 Ore. 495 (1892).
Payment is not new matter which necessitates a reply.38

But the general rule and its contradictions, exceptions, and variations can be re-classified under the following main situations:

SITUATION NUMBER ONE

May payment be shown under a general denial?

1. Payment may be shown under a general denial and need not be pleaded specially.
2. Payment may be shown under a general denial in a suit on an existing balance.
3. Payment may be shown under a general denial in a suit where the indebtedness is merely stated in general terms.
4. Payment may be shown under a general denial where the fact of nonpayment is alleged in the complaint as a necessary and material fact to constitute a cause of action.

Miscellaneous Cases in Which Payment May be Shown Under A General Denial

5. Payment may be shown under a general denial where the goods have been paid for on delivery.
6. Payment may be shown under a general denial where no indebtedness existed on account of money received and applied by the defendant.
7. Payment, in a suit against an administrator, may be shown by the administrator without pleading it specially; this is by statute.
8. Payment may be shown under a general denial if the defendant files with the plea a descriptive account of the payments alleged to have been made.
9. Payment may be shown under a general denial in an action on a contract by a vendor against a vendee.
10. Payment may be shown under a general denial to show no conversion.
11. Payment may be shown under a general denial where it was made before the assignment of the contract.
12. Payment may be shown under a general denial, even in a State which recognizes the general rule, where no objection is made to the introduction of evidence, the court treating it as a case where the pleading was proper.

38Frish v. Caler, 21 Cal. 71 (1862); Van Giesen v. Van Giesen, 10 N. Y. 316 (1852); State ex rel. Spaulding v. Peterson, 142 Mo. 526 (1897).
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SITUATION NUMBER TWO
Is an allegation of nonpayment essential to a complaint?
1. An allegation of nonpayment is essential to a complaint, but is not placed in issue by a general denial.
2. An allegation of nonpayment is not essential to a complaint, and hence is not placed in issue by a general denial.

SITUATION NUMBER THREE
Is payment new matter which necessitates a reply?
1. Payment constitutes new matter which necessitates a reply.
2. Payment does not constitute new matter which necessitates a reply.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF EACH PARTICULAR SITUATION

SITUATION NUMBER ONE
Payment May or May Not Be Shown under a General Denial

The early common law recognized a distinction between the issues in debt and assumpsit, holding that in an action of debt any evidence was admissible which controverted the claim of an existing indebtedness, while in assumpsit only such testimony as went to show no liability had ever been assumed, which of course excluded proof of payment. While payment might be proved without a special plea in an action of debt, a plea of payment was not thought objectionable as amounting to the general issue because it confessed the debt and avoided it by subsequent matter. But this early distinction was early changed, so that evidence disputing the facts stated or seeking to avoid a liability, could be shown under the general issue in either debt or assumpsit. And this is still the rule in some states. In England, the practice was abolished by the Hilary Rules, and in this country most states have adopted statutory provisions designed to regulate the matter. As a result of this development at common law and the influence of these statutes, it has been repeatedly stated, and without qualifications, that the general rule is that payment is an affirmative defense which cannot be relied upon unless specially pleaded, and which cannot be shown under a general denial. The leading case in support of this view is that of McKyring v. Bull, in which Mr. Justice Selden gave such an able exposition of the sub-

39 16 Enc. Pl. & Pr. 170; 30 Cyc. 1269.
41 See History of Anomaly, div. II, post, p. 271 et seq.
42 Frish v. Caler, supra, n. 38.
43 16 Enc. Pl. & Pr. 167; 21 Standard Enc. of Procedure 244; 30 Cyc. 1253.
44 Supra, n. 7.
ject that subsequent judges and writers have hardly dared to ques-
tion his conclusions. Diametrically opposed to this view is a mi-
nority group of cases which have held, and also *without apparent
qualification*, that payment is not an affirmative defense which must
be pleaded specially in order to be relied upon, but that it may be
shown under the general denial. The leading case in support of this
position is that of *Wetmore v. San Francisco*, in which Judge Crockett
took the view that the situation was practically the same as at
common law just prior to the inception of the Hilary Rules. In view
of these antagonistic positions, plus the fact that there exist a great
many exceptions to and variations from the general rule, it seems
that little is to be gained or understood by mere statement of the
general rule, without some qualification. Indeed, it is extremely
doubtful whether the rule, as usually stated, can, in any true or
accurate sense, be said to be the general rule. For as one writer
stated:

"It can not be maintained, upon principle, that payment is al-
ways a defense of new matter, or, perhaps, that it may not, some-
times, be proved under a denial."

It may more accurately be said, as has been said, that:

"As *** payment may or may not be new matter according
to the circumstances of the case, it follows that no such general
propositions as are constantly met with in the cases, can with
propriety and a reasonable understanding of the principles in-
volved, be made."

On a basis of strict analysis, what ought the rule to be? Suppose
the plaintiff sues the defendant on a promissory note, alleging that
the defendant made the note, transferred it to the plaintiff, and
that it has not been paid. Plea, general denial. What is in issue?
The general denial is said to put in issue all the material allegations of
the complaint, or everything which the plaintiff must prove in order
to establish his cause of action. Certainly the breach of the con-
tract—nonpayment—is material, and hence logically it should be in
issue under the general denial. This view has been taken in
California. But in answer to this contention, after admitting the
necessity of the allegation of the breach, Brown, J., in *Lent v. N. Y.
Ry. Co.*, says:

44 Cal. 294 (1872).
45 *Supra*, n. 2.
46 See article on Payment by A. R. Watson, 16 Enc. Pl. & Pr. 164, 178.
48 *Van Giesen v. Van Giesen*, 10 N. Y. 316 (1852); *Krower v. Reynolds*, 99 N. Y.
245 (1885); 1 Chitty Pl. & Pr. pp. 325–359.
49 *Supra*, n. 23.
50 *Supra*, n. 35, at p. 512.
"That breach is always a fact, and it is of the very essence of the cause of action. The complaint must show facts, which if verified and not denied, prove to the clerk that the plaintiff is entitled to the judgment which he demands. It cannot be said that where the breach consists of nonpayment of an agreed sum, it is not an issuable fact, because payment cannot be shown under the general denial. The most that can be said is that that form of denial does not put that fact in issue, and to that extent, the rule that payment must be pleaded must be deemed to modify the rule of pleading under the Code in reference to a general denial."

But, after recognizing the inconsistency of this situation, the same judge still further remarks:

"No reason is apparent how it can justify the omission from the complaint of a fact material to the plaintiff's cause of action, and essential to be proved to entitle the plaintiff to a judgment."

This amounts to saying that although the breach must be alleged, there is an exception to the general rule that the general denial places all the material allegations of the complaint in issue. One is moved to ask: If there is no apparent reason for omitting the breach from the complaint, is there any apparent reason for creating an exception to the rule that the general denial puts in issue all the material allegations of the complaint? Clearly not. The creation of such an exception has been made necessary in order to support the arbitrary rule that payment is an affirmative defense, for if the courts favoring this view once admitted that the general denial put nonpayment in issue, they would be forced to admit proof of payment under the general denial as a matter of sound logic. They evade the conclusion by the simple expedient of saying that in this particular case the scope of the general denial has been narrowed by the rule that payment is an affirmative defense, and hence does not deny the allegation of non-payment. One writer very aptly expressed the situation in the following language:

"The anomaly of this situation is that although nonpayment is a material allegation and fact in the constitution of the plaintiff's right of action, the defendant is not permitted to deny it under the general denial and without special plea, though as has been seen the general denial puts in issue every material allegation of the complaint. Nor is the conflict of principles reconciled by the natural step from this position that unless the defendant interposes a special plea of payment, the plaintiff need not prove nonpayment at all, but may have judgment on the pleadings."

---

2Supra, n. 47, at p. 179.
by merely giving the contract in evidence and without any proof whatever of its breach."

This might prove disastrous and subversive to fundamental principles.53

The difficulty seems to lie in the fact that the courts have blindly attempted to follow the statutory provisions without any regard to the circumstances involved in each particular case, and on the theory that the situation in this country after the adoption of the codes was identical with the situation in England after the adoption of the Hilary Rules. This, no doubt, is due in a large measure to the influence of Mr. Justice Selden, who, in McKyring v. Bull,54 after reviewing the history of the anomaly, declared:

"There are several inferences to be drawn from this brief review, which have a direct bearing upon our new and unformed system of pleading in this state. The first is, that no argument can be deduced from the former practice in this respect, in favor of allowing payment, or any matter in confession and avoidance, to be given under a general denial, as this practice has been abandoned in England, not only as productive of serious inconvenience, but as a violation of all sound rules of interpretation."

With all deference to the learned judge, it would seem that this conclusion does not necessarily follow. The Hilary Rules were never adopted in this country. Hence, in the absence of statutory provisions, the natural course would have been for us to adopt the common law rule as it existed just prior to 1834. Then, too, these statutes which have been passed, have not dealt with the problem directly, but only by way of inference and implication,55 thus leaving it as a matter of construction, whether under their influence, payment is always an affirmative defense. Since at common law payment came to be admissible in either debt or indebitatus assumpsit under the general issue, and since the question of whether payment is an affirmative defense under the statutes is a problem of construction, on which all authorities are not agreed, it is not so clear that no argument in favor of allowing payment to be given in evidence under

---

53"But if the plaintiff is not required to allege a breach of the contract, or state the amount due, as his verification would cover only the facts alleged, the clerk, under * * * the Code, would be authorized to enter judgment for the whole amount called for by the contract, and this without proof of the amount due thereon. This would be contrary to the whole spirit of the Code, and would require the clerk to presume a fact neither alleged or proved, viz., that no payments had been made. These views show how essential it is that the plaintiff should allege the breach of the contract of which he complains." Justice Brown, in Lent v. Ry. Co., supra, n. 35, at p. 512.

54Supra, n. 7, at p. 302.

55These statutes provide, in general, that new matter must be pleaded affirmatively, but they make no attempt to define what constitutes new matter; this leaves the matter one for construction on the part of the courts.
a general denial can be deduced from the former practice in England.

In substance, these statutes provide that the answer, among other things, must contain: "A statement of any new matter constituting a defense or counterclaim, in ordinary and concise language." Such a statute, it will be noted, in no way defines what constitutes new matter, but leaves it as a matter for the uncertainty of construction and logic. Accordingly, we find the courts have divided on the question of what constitutes new matter, particularly in regard to the subject of payment. Thus, for example, in Indiana, under the influence of a local statute, in an action on a bill of exchange, in which the plaintiff alleged nonpayment, evidence of payment was inadmissible under the general denial, whereas in California, on the same fact basis, it was held admissible. One jurisdiction holds the plea of payment is new matter, regarding itself as bound by the statute; the other, looking more at the logic of the situation, holds it is not new matter.

New matter is generally agreed to be something in addition to and not involved in the issue raised by the general denial. But as to what comes within the scope of this definition, there is no agreement. The conflict seems to wage about the point of whether nonpayment is or is not an essential allegation in the plaintiff's complaint. If it is, then it ought to be in issue under the general denial; if not, then it is not in issue under the general denial and is new matter which must be specially pleaded.

This raises the question: When is nonpayment material? It has been suggested by one writer that the allegation of nonpayment would be material in any case where nonpayment meant nonpayment at maturity, but that a general allegation that an obligation had not been paid would not be material, because under such an allegation it might be that payment was made after maturity or breach, which, of course, would mean that a liability once existed, and hence, under the statutory rule, would have to be specially pleaded. Under this view, it is contended that payment before breach or maturity would not be new matter even under the general denial of the code states, altho payment after breach would be new matter which would have to be available as a defense.

---

65N. Y. C. P., sec. 500.
66The Indiana statute provided: "All defenses, except the mere denial of the facts alleged by the plaintiff, shall be specially pleaded." 2 Ind. R. S., sec. 66, p. 42.
67Hubler v. Pullen, 9 Ind. 273 (1857); Frish v. Caler, 21 Cal. 71 (1862).
6816 Enc. Pl. & Pr. 176.
69For a further discussion of this problem, see infra.
70Supra, n. 47.
As to when nonpayment is essential or non-essential, probably the most that can be said is that it depends upon the circumstances of each particular case. But for the purpose of determining this question, one judge has offered the following helpful classification of cases:

CLASS NUMBER ONE

"In an action upon a contract for the payment of money only, where the complaint does not allege a balance due over and above all payments, it is sufficient for the plaintiff to allege and prove a breach of the obligation by the nonpayment thereof when it matured, as the presumption of nonpayment continues until met by the allegation of and proof of payment."

CLASS NUMBER TWO

"When the complaint sets forth a balance in excess of all payments, owing to the structure of the pleading, it is necessary for the plaintiff to prove the allegation as made, and this leaves the amount of the payments open to the defendant under a general denial."

CLASS NUMBER THREE

"When the action is not upon contract for the payment of money, but is upon an obligation created by operation of law, or if for the enforcement of a lien where nonpayment of the amount secured is part of the cause of action, it is necessary to both allege and prove the fact of nonpayment."

In two out of the three classes of cases, it is clear, according to Justice Vann, that the allegation of nonpayment is put in issue by the general denial.

In the same case, Cullen, C. J., admits the logic of his colleague's conclusions and of his classification, but takes refuge in the simple statement that altho the conclusions are logical, they do not represent the law. He also admits that a legal paradox exists which ought not to exist, and says that if we were rearing a new system of jurisprudence, it should be carefully avoided.

---

63 "However logical this decision may be it plainly conflicts with the settled law of this state that payment, when the plaintiff declares on a specific obligation, must be pleaded, for that was expressly held in the McKynig case, and Judge Brown in the Lent case concedes the binding authority of the earlier decision." Ibid., at p. 273.
64 "I imagine, however, that the paradox is not confined to either that state [W. Va.] or our own, but exists to a greater or less degree in most jurisdictions which follow the common law. A legal paradox is not to be commended and if we were about to develop a new system of jurisprudence, should be carefully avoided. It does not, however, necessarily create a confusion in the law if the courts will only stand by their decisions." Ibid., p. 277.
From the foregoing, perhaps the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. That the usual statement of the general rule, without qualification, is neither correct nor helpful.
2. But if a general rule must be stated, probably the most that can be said is this: Granted a case wherein nonpayment is an essential element in the complaint, a general denial puts payment in issue, and hence payment is not new matter which must be pleaded specially; but granted a case wherein nonpayment is not an essential element in the complaint, a general denial does not put payment in issue, and hence payment is new matter which must be pleaded specially. 65
3. It would seem that the doctrine, that a general denial does not put the fact of payment when due in issue, and hence that the plaintiff need not prove nonpayment, is, on a strict basis of logic, extremely doubtful, if not entirely untenable. 66 As to whether the doctrine may be otherwise justified will be considered later. 67

PAYMENT IN AN ACTION FOR AN EXISTING BALANCE

While it is true, generally speaking, that payment cannot be shown in defense of an action under the traverse alone, but must be specifically alleged as matter of avoidance to be available, to this rule there seems to be some well-settled exceptions. One of these is in the case of an action for an existing balance. 68 The rule as to this exception has been clearly stated in Ruling Case Law as follows: 69

"Where an allegation, not stated as a conclusion of law, is so framed that an issue is presented by the traverse on the fact of the amount due, proof of payment is admissible without an affirmative plea in the nature of a further defense. Thus, where a person sues to recover a balance due, which he alleges not merely as a conclusion of law but as a fact, and which he must prove in order to sustain his action, it is well-settled that the defendant may show payment under a general denial, because the amount of the indebtedness, being the only fact alleged by which it is said to exist, it is traversable, and being traversed, it is proper to show payment under the issue thus formulated, to refute the fact of its existence."

Probably the earliest American case of an action for an existing balance was the Louisiana case of Fram v. Allen, 70 decided in 1814, which was an action brought upon an account current, in which the plaintiff claimed a balance, and the defendant pleaded the general

---

65 Supra, n. 2.
66 Supra, n. 47.
67 See the discussion on this point, infra, p. 295 et seg.
68 See the cases collected and arranged in chronological order, supra, n. 24.
69 21 R. C. L., sec. 127.
70 Supra, n. 24.
issue. At the trial, the defendant offered to prove that the plaintiff had omitted certain credits in his favor, but the evidence was rejected on the ground that he had not pleaded payment specially. The plaintiff won below, but on appeal the court held that the evidence of payment should have been received. The court said:

"The subject of the inquiry here is not, whether the plea of compensation can be considered as included in the general issue; for it is a positive rule of our judicial proceedings that compensation must be pleaded specially. (Recop. de Cast. book 4, tit. 5, law 1.) The question is, whether this is a case in which compensation ought to have been pleaded at all."

The court then argued that payment took place only where mutual debts were liquidated, and since the plaintiff, instead of suing the defendant for the full price of the total amount of the goods furnished, undertook to oppose the defendant's claims to his by filing for the balance, and thus sought to compare the claims and arrive at a balance, it was clear that the amount due was not liquidated, but that the suit itself was to obtain liquidation. The court finally remarked:

"In such a case, both accounts are put at issue, and evidence tending to support or contradict the correctness of either ought to be admitted."

This decision seemed for a time to have settled the law in Louisiana, but in the year 1834, in the case of Gleises v. Faurie, in the same type of case the Louisiana court took the view that "Payment is a peremptory exception." going to extinguish the action, and which may be pleaded at any stage of the case. It attempted to distinguish the case from that of Fram v. Allen, but only by the statement that since the decision in that case, the Code had come into existence. So, in Louisiana while apparently the law is settled, it is so somewhat arbitrarily.

The next important case was that of Marley v. Smith, which arose in Kansas, and in which the plaintiff alleged that the defendant was indebted to him on an account, and that the same was due and unpaid. The defendant filed a general denial, and at the trial offered to prove: (1) a set-off; (2) a counterclaim; and (3) payment. All three offers were rejected. On appeal the decision was reversed, the upper court holding that the lower court erred in refusing the evi-

---

7At p. 567.
76. La. Ann. 455 (1854).
77Expression taken from the Spanish law; see the explanation given in Gleises v. Faurie, supra, n. 72; see also Reiner's v. St. Ceran, 19 La. Ann. 207 (1867).
78Supra, n. 24.
79Supra, n. 24.
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dence of payment, but that it was correct in excluding proof of the set-off and counterclaim. Speaking in support of its conclusions, the court, thru Kingman, J., declared:26a

"And if the question were free from embarrassment, growing out of decisions and commentaries, it would seem equally obvious that payment could be proved under the issue as made up. The petition avers that at a certain time the defendant was indebted to the plaintiff, and that the indebtedness still continues. This is denied, and to sustain the denial, proof of payment is offered. Can any fact be plainer than, if payment was made, the indebtedness does not last? Can a man owe a debt he has paid? Can he be indebted when he has extinguished the indebtedness by payment? There can be but one answer to these questions, and this answer shows logically, and without any straining upon such a petition and answer, the proof of payment could legitimately be made."

The court then points out that the same question had been decided both ways in New York,78 to be finally set at rest by the case of McKyring v. Bull.77 But, says the court77a:

"* * * the reasoning of the learned judge who delivered the opinion of the majority of the court, would sustain the admissibility of the evidence under such pleadings as are before us."

Between the first Kansas case,78 decided in 1867, and the second,79 decided in 1871, and to the same effect as the first, came the New York decision of Quinn v. Lloyd80 in 1869. The substance of that case has been well-stated in the Encyclopedia of Pleading & Practice:81

"This was an action to recover for work and labor. The complaint stated the contract, the performance of the services, the stipulated price, and that on a certain day named the defendant was indebted to the plaintiff in the sum of $333.00, being the balance remaining due after sundry payments made by the defendant to the plaintiff. The answer was a general denial under which the court held, that the plaintiff could offer proof of payments. In this case Lott J., said: "The denial * * * involved an issue upon facts above stated and denied, not only of the agreement and of the time which the plaintiff worked, but necessarily of the different payments made, so as to determine what, in fact, was the balance of the defendant's debt. That balance could not be ascertained without an inquiry as to the amount of the payments as well as the value of the work performed.""

26a At p. 186.
27Quinn v. Lloyd, supra, n. 24, reversing Quinn v. Lloyd, 1 Sweeney (N.Y.) 253.
27Supra, n. 7.
27a At p. 186.
28Supra, n. 24.
27Ibid.
27Ibid.
In the same case, Woodruff, J., says: 'It was not necessary for the plaintiff to sue for the balance as such. He might allege the contract, the performance on his part and claim payment; and then, if the defendant desired to prove payments he must allege payment in his answer. But were the plaintiff sues for a balance, he voluntarily invites examination into the amount of the indebtedness and the extent of the reduction thereof by payments.'

In the course of its decision, the court felt the necessity of either admitting that the case of McKyring v. Bull was contra, as has been held by at least one text-writer, or attempting to distinguish it. Kingman, C. J., in the case of Marley v. Smith, apparently accepted the view that the case of McKyring v. Bull is directly contra to the line of cases holding that in an action for an existing balance the defendant may show payment under a general denial. In this, he is not without some authoritative support. Lott, J., in Quinn v. Lloyd, meets the difficulty by attempting to distinguish the cases on their facts. He says:

"The case of McKyring v. Bull, relied on by the respondent, cannot be considered an authority to sustain the referee's decision and the judgment of the court below. In that case, the complaint alleged that the plaintiff entered into the employment of the defendant on a particular day, and continued there in doing work and labor for him to a specified and fixed date, and then averred that such work and services were worth the sum of $650.00, and then it concluded as follows: 'That there is now due to this plaintiff, over and above all payments and set-offs on account of said work, the sum of $134.00, which said defendant refuses to pay.' It will be seen by this statement, that the term of service and its value were both alleged, from which it appeared that a much larger sum had become payable to the plaintiff than he claimed. The learned judge who gave the prevailing opinion in the case says, in reference to the allegation, that there was due to the plaintiff at the commencement of the suit, over and above all expenses, &c., the sum there named, is a mere legal conclusion from the facts previously stated. Its nature is not changed by the addition of the words, 'over and above all payments.' No new fact is thereby alleged. The plaintiff voluntarily limits his demand to a sum less than that to which, under the facts averred, he would be entitled. 'In the case under review, as I have before stated, no facts are alleged from which it can be known what the work, at the stipulated price agreed to

82 Supra, n. 7.
83 Supra, n. 2.
84 Supra, n. 24.
85 Supra, n. 7.
86 Supra, n. 2.
87 Supra, n. 24, at p. 352.
be paid, was worth, and consequently there is nothing to show
that the claim made was less than upon the facts stated he was
entitled to.88

The distinction here attempted to be drawn has been widely ac-
cepted and acted upon, and perhaps correctly so, but on close in-
spection, it is not entirely clear that it can be demonstrated to be
logically sound. To say the least, it seems rather blind, unless in-
deed, there is some reason of policy behind the position taken in
*McKyring v. Bull.*9 If Woodruff, J., speaking in *Quinn v. Lloyd,*90 is
right when he says it was not necessary for the plaintiff to sue for a
balance as such, but that if he did, he must submit to an examination
into the amount of the indebtedness and the extent of the reduction
thereof by payment, or else sue for the entire amount due and not
the balance, which would force the defendant to plead any payments
specially, then Selden, J.,91 must be wrong when he, in referring to
the defendant's contention that the general denial put in issue the
allegation “that there was due to the plaintiff at the commencement
of the suit, over and above all payments, etc., the sum of $134.00”,
stated:

“But this allegation is a mere legal conclusion from the facts
previously stated. Its nature is not changed by the addition
of the words ‘over and above all payments’. No new fact is
alleged thereby. The plaintiff voluntarily limits his demand to
a sum less than that to which, under the facts averred, he would
be entitled.”

It seems that the learned judge, out of his high regard for the
writer of the opinion in *McKyring v. Bull,*92 was too bent on finding
some rational basis of distinction, and did not have the courage of his
convictions, as did Kingman, J., in *Marley v. Smith.*93 But even
Kingman, J., in the later case of *Parker v. Hays,*94 seems to be recon-
ciled to the distinction there made. Phillips on Code Pleading, how-
ever, cites *McKyring v. Bull as contra to Quinn v. Lloyd,* rather than
as distinguishable.95

Reduced to its simplest form, what Lott, J., says, is this: In
*McKyring v. Bull,*96 the plaintiff stated facts from which it appeared a
much larger sum had once been due to the plaintiff than he claimed at

---

88The italics are the writer's.
89*Supra,* n. 7.
90*Supra,* n. 24.
91*Supra,* n. 7, at p. 303.
92Ibid.
93*Supra,* n. 24.
94Ibid.
95*Supra,* n. 2.
96*Supra,* n. 7.
the time of the suit, and that the phrase “over and above all payments” was a mere legal conclusion drawn from the facts stated, serving to limit his claim to less that the total amount once due; whereas in Quinn v. Lloyd,\textsuperscript{97} there were no facts stated by which it appeared that a larger sum than the plaintiff was claiming had at one time been due. In short, the only factual difference between the two cases was that in McKyring v. Bull\textsuperscript{98} the total amount originally due was stated, whereas in Quinn v. Lloyd\textsuperscript{99} the total amount originally due was not stated. While this is true, in Quinn v. Lloyd\textsuperscript{100} a balance was claimed, from which it could be as clearly implied that a much larger sum had once been payable to the plaintiff than he had claimed, as if the original amount once due had been stated, as in McKyring v. Bull.\textsuperscript{101} In both cases, the plaintiff was claiming a balance. The real problem seems to be whether the general denial is to be allowed to put a conclusion in issue as a fact. It is allowed to do so in Quinn v. Lloyd.\textsuperscript{102} And there is no apparent reason why it should not also do so in McKyring v. Bull,\textsuperscript{103} merely because facts from which the conclusion is drawn are stated in the complaint. In McKyring v. Bull,\textsuperscript{104} it is said that the conclusion contained in the phrase “over and above all payments” served to limit the plaintiff’s claim to less than was originally due. If this phrase served as an allegation of sufficient materiality to accomplish this end, then why is it not of sufficient importance to be put in issue as a fact? In any event, the pleader is claiming a balance, whether it appears from the facts stated what was originally due or not, and this slight factual difference is hardly enough to justify the difference in results in the two cases. The writer recognizes the force of Selden’s, J., suggestion, when he said:\textsuperscript{105}

“A second inference is that, in regard to pleading, it is indispensable to adhere to strict logical precision in the interpretation of language.* * * But the most important inference to be deduced from the historical sketch just given consists in an admonition to adhere rigidly to that rule of pleading which permits a traverse of facts only, and not of legal conclusions.”

But if this suggestion is to be followed, it is submitted that the

\textsuperscript{97}Supra, n. 24.  
\textsuperscript{98}Supra, n. 7.  
\textsuperscript{99}Supra, n. 24.  
\textsuperscript{100}Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{101}Supra, n. 7.  
\textsuperscript{102}Supra, n. 24.  
\textsuperscript{103}Supra, n. 7.  
\textsuperscript{104}Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{105}Ibid., at p. 302.
pleader, in cases such as *Quinn v. Lloyd*, the defendant should be required to state the facts so as to show what was originally due, and thus obviate the necessity of making such a technical distinction as was made by Lott, J., in *Quinn v. Lloyd*.

The next case was that of *White v. Smith*, which was an action brought upon an account for work, labor, and materials, plaintiff alleging the amount of the account to be $541.90 and that there was a balance due, after deducting all payments, of $175.75. The court held that the complaint admitted a payment of $366.15, and that the defendant was not precluded from insisting upon the admissions, by disputing the correctness of the items of the account. Here it actually appeared that the plaintiff voluntarily limited his claim to less than at one time had been payable, and yet the court does not insist that payment should have been pleaded affirmatively, as it clearly should have done in order to have followed the distinction which, Lott, J., laid down in *Quinn v. Lloyd*. The question as to the right of the defendant to prove payment of a larger amount than admittedly had been paid, was not raised.

*Acharan v. Samuels* was an action for a balance due upon a running account, the plaintiff admitting partial payment. It added a qualification to the general rule as to suits for existing balances, which is best expressed in the words of Obrien, J., when he says:

"It would seem from a review of the cases that the second rule enunciated by Justice Vann in *Conkling v. Weatherwax* is to be limited to cases in which the plaintiff declares generally upon a balance due, so as to leave both sides of the account open upon the general issue, but that when there is as in the present case the allegation of a specific amount as originally due and an admission of partial payments thereon, a general denial puts in issue the original amount due, but does not permit proof of payments thereon beyond the amount admitted in the complaint. If it is claimed more has been paid than is so admitted, payment must be alleged and proved by the defendant."

From this survey of the cases, these three propositions seem clear:

1. That in an action for an existing balance, where the plaintiff declares generally on a balance due, the defense of payment may be shown under a general denial, and it is not new matter in confession and avoidance.

---

106 Supra, n. 24.  
107 Ibid.  
108 Ibid.  
109 Ibid.  
110 Ibid.  
111 Supra, n. 24.  
112 Ibid.  
113 At p. 945.  
114 See the second rule stated, infra p. 276.
2. That in suing on an open account, it is always advisable for the plaintiff, to sue on the account as it was originally and omit any allegation as to the amount the defendant has paid, leaving the same to be pleaded as a defense by the defendant.

3. That where there is an allegation of a specific amount due and an admission of partial payments thereon, a general denial puts in issue the original amount due, but does not permit proof of payments thereon beyond the amount admitted.

PAYMENT IN A SUIT WHERE THE INDEBTEDNESS IS ALLEGED GENERALLY

Another exception to or variation from the general rule is found in the case where the plaintiff alleges the indebtedness generally, without stating the grounds thereof. In that situation, it has been held that payment may be shown under a general denial and in the absence of a special plea. The leading case on this point is that of Marley v. Smith. The theory of that case cannot be better stated than in the words of Kingman, J., when, in Parker v. Hays, he said:

"If the pleader chooses to state his case without setting forth whether his claim arose on contract or tort, or at least on the request of the defendant, or that the materials were of certain value, as charged, and a promise to pay therefor, but merely states an indebtedness, without stating how it arose, he invites an issue upon whether there is an indebtedness, and an examination into that issue by testimony; and this can be gone into by the defendant under a general denial."

In the case of Stevens v. Thompson, the case of Marley v. Smith was clearly distinguished from one wherein the facts which constitute the basis of the indebtedness are set out. Kingman, J., the same judge who delivered the opinion in Marley v. Smith, said:

"The case [at bar] is wholly unlike that of Marley v. Smith, 4 Kansas 185. In that case the petition only alleged indebtedness generally, without stating the grounds of the indebtedness. In this case the facts constituting the plaintiff's claim are fully stated; these facts only are denied by the answer. In the case of Marley v. Smith, 4 Kansas 185, the plaintiff had chosen to risk his case upon a conclusion from facts. Any fact that would

---

112 And in at least one jurisdiction evidence of payment is admissible under a general denial where the complaint merely alleges the indebtedness in general terms, but not where particulars of the claims are stated. 30 Cyc. 1262.

113 Supra, n. 24.
114 Ibid., at p. 411.
115 Ibid., at p. 311.
116 Ibid.
117 Ibid.
show the conclusion untrue was legitimate and proper evidence under such a state of pleadings, but it was not intended to say, nor was it said, that the general denial would authorize proof of payment in any case in which the petition set out the facts on which the plaintiff’s claim rested.”

The theory in Marley v. Smith is somewhat analogous to the theory under which, at early common law, in the action of debt, most any defense was admitted under the general issue. Undoubtedly, as long as such statements of a cause of action are permitted, it is only fair to admit any defense under the general denial, but it seems that the general theory of pleading may be better preserved by requiring the cause to be more specifically stated, so that the general rule that payment is an affirmative defense may be consistently and justly followed. This would also have the added merit of eliminating an exception to or variation from the general rule.

**WHERE THE FACT OF NONPAYMENT IS ALLEGED AS A NECESSARY AND MATERIAL FACT**

In the case of Knapp v. Roche, still another variation is stated in the following language:

“While it is generally true that a defense of payment is inadmissible under a general denial, this is not so when the fact of nonpayment is alleged in the complaint as a necessary and material fact to constitute a cause of action. It is always competent to prove under a general denial any facts tending to controvert the material affirmative allegations of a complaint.”

This rule has been recognized in other cases and by the text-writers. Knapp v. Roche involved an action against an officer of a bank for making loans of its funds in a manner not authorized by law, the plaintiff alleging nonpayment of the funds. The defendant pleaded the general denial, and at the trial wanted to prove payment. The court held that the general denial of the allegation of nonpayment of the money so loaned put the fact of payment in issue. The court remarked:

“The only damage occurring to such bank in consequence of the acts of the defendant as stated in the complaint was that
such loans remained due and unpaid at the commencement of the action.”

The same rule seems to apply in actions on official bonds. In the case of Barker v. Wheeler the plaintiffs sued the defendants as sureties upon an official bond, alleging that one E was county judge during a certain term, that the defendant's X and Y were the sureties upon his official bond; that E, in his official capacity, received certain money belonging to the plaintiff and converted it to his use. The answer was a general denial. At the trial, the defendants offered evidence to show that E, while acting as county judge, paid the plaintiff's money to her duly constituted guardian. The evidence was rejected. On appeal the Nebraska Supreme Court held the evidence should have been received, as payment was not new matter, as it was offered, not to show a discharge of an obligation that once existed, but that no liability had ever accrued.

This type of case again illustrates that altho payment is usually referred to and regarded as a plea in confession and avoidance, and hence as involving new matter, the defense of payment is not necessarily of this nature.

MISCELLANEOUS CASES IN WHICH PAYMENT MAY BE SHOWN UNDER A GENERAL DENIAL

Yet to be noted are a number of miscellaneous cases covering a

---

124State v. Peterson, 142 Mo. 526 (1897); Barker v. Wheeler, 62 Neb. 150 (1901).
125Supra.
126Sullivan, J., at p. 151, said: "But neither this court, nor any other so far as we know, has ever held in an action on an official bond or other bond of indemnity, that the plaintiff was, by a general denial, relieved of the necessity of proving the loss or injury out of which arose his right of action. The defendants did not by their bond become indebted to the plaintiff; they assumed no specific obligation to her which they were bound at all events to discharge by payment or otherwise; their promise, given to the county of Douglas, was to make good any loss that the county or individuals might sustain by reason of the official misconduct of Eller. This being so, it would be illogical—it would be inconsistent with reason and common sense—to hold that a general denial, like the plea of non-assumpsit, put in issue nothing but the execution of the bond. An offer to prove payment is not in every case an implied admission that the plaintiff once had an actionable demand against the defendant; its purpose may be, as in this case, to prove that a right of action never existed. Eller received the money in question rightfully; his possession of it as county judge was lawful, and there is no presumption that he was guilty of official misconduct. The allegation of conversion was, therefore, a material one, and it was not admitted by a general denial. Payment was not new matter, within the meaning of section 99 of the Code of Civil Procedure, for it was offered, not to show the discharge of an obligation that once existed, but to show that the bond had not been forfeited as alleged * * *.”
127Bussey v. Barnett, 9 M. & W. (Eng.) 312 (1842) (payment on delivery in suit for goods sold and delivered); Marvin v. Mandell, supra, n. 28 (payment of advances previously made to plaintiff); Gray v. Thomas, supra, n. 29 (suit against an administrator; statutory); Richmond City Ry. Co. v. Johnson, supra, n. 30 (payment proved under a descriptive account filed with plea); Patterson v. Walter Gage Realty Co., supra, n. 31 (suit by a vendor against a vendee on a contract to purchase real estate); Albers v. Commercial Bank, supra, n. 32 (payment to
variety of human affairs and in which payment is admitted under a general denial. They are merely noticed as further illustrations of variations from the general rule, and also to support the statement, previously made, that the question as to whether payment is or is not an affirmative defense, cannot be settled by the arbitrary, unqualified statement of a general rule, but must, to a large degree, depend upon the special circumstances of each particular case.

SITUATION NUMBER TWO

Is an Allegation of Nonpayment Essential to a Complaint?

Is it logical to say that an allegation of nonpayment is essential to a complaint, and yet, under a general denial, does not operate to put payment in issue? Answering this question in the affirmative, is the leading case of *Lent v. N. Y. Ry. Co.*, decided under a statute, which was an action to recover the amount awarded to the plaintiff in certain condemnation proceedings. The complaint alleged the various proceedings resulting in the award, but did not allege non-payment. The defendant demurred. In the argument of the demurrer, the plaintiff contended that since payment was an affirmative defense, which had to be pleaded to be available, nonpayment did not have to be alleged, as it was not a fact put in issue by the general denial. The court admitted the force of the contention, and the inconsistency of requiring an allegation in the complaint which could not be put in issue by a general denial, but held, nevertheless, that the presence of this anomaly furnished no ground for further extending the rule, so as to hold the allegation of nonpayment not an essential element of the cause of action. The court argued that such a course would result in even greater embarrassment than would come from requiring nonpayment to be alleged, altho the allegation need not be proved. In support of this, the court said:

"The complaint should show facts which, if verified and not denied, prove to the clerk that the plaintiff is entitled to the judgment which he demands."

Finally, the court concludes that nonpayment must be pleaded,
altho not placed in issue by the general denial, and hence the general rule under the code that a general denial puts in issue all the material allegations of the complaint, is subject to an exception, created by the rule that payment must be pleaded affirmatively. It should be noted that this case arose on demurrer, and hence the statement of the court that nonpayment was not put in issue by the general denial might be regarded as obiter dicta. However, the statement probably represents the law as it is in New York and in a majority of the states.183

Directly opposed to this position, and answering the above question in the negative, is the case of Rossiter v. Schultz,184 in which the plaintiff alleged that he had owned a certain scow, that on a certain date the defendants purchased said scow, together with a derrick, for $1,500.00, which the defendants agreed to pay. The plaintiff then demanded judgment, making no allegation of nonpayment. The defendant demurred, and contended that no cause of action had been stated, because the complaint contained no allegation of breach on the defendant's part. The court, contrary to the view taken in Lent v. N. Y. Ry. Co.,185 regarded this as "A mere technical objection and not a substantial one." Says the court:

"If he had alleged it in his complaint, he would not have been required to prove it, even tho the defendant had answered by alleging a payment of the price, nor upon a general denial. Why, then, under the statutory pleading, should the plaintiff be required to make an allegation in his complaint which it is unnecessary to prove at the trial?186 We see no reason for such allegation."

The court finally held that nonpayment was not put in issue by a general denial, and hence did not constitute an essential element of the complaint. Both the New York and Wisconsin courts recognized the validity of the rule that a complaint must contain all the facts which upon a general denial the plaintiff must prove to be entitled to a judgment, but they differed as to what the plaintiff must prove, which here means they differed as to whether nonpayment was one of the facts the plaintiff must prove. That is, the New York court held that nonpayment was an essential allegation which had to be alleged, even tho, when met by a general denial, it did not have to be proved; whereas, the Wisconsin court held that since nonpayment was not a fact put in issue by a general denial, it did not have to be alleged at all.

181Ibid.; see also supra, n. 7.
182Supra, n. 36.
183Supra, n. 35, at p. 658.
184Supra, n. 36; see this statement answered by Brown, J., in Lent v. N. Y. Ry. Co., supra, n. 53.
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Which of these two views, as a matter of legal analysis, is correct? If we accept the view of the New York court that in every cause of action a breach must be alleged, that the breach is material, even tho not always placed in issue by a general denial, then we create an exception to the general rule that a general denial puts in issue all the material allegations of the complaint. On the other hand, if we accept the Wisconsin court's view, that since a general denial does not put nonpayment in issue, it need not be alleged, we create an exception to the rule that a breach must be stated in every action. As a matter of logic, the Wisconsin view seems the more tenable of the two, because in harmony with the rules of pleading that whatever facts are essential to be proved to entitle the plaintiff to recover must be alleged in the complaint, and that what the plaintiff alleges he must prove. The New York view, it will be noted, violates the second of these rules, requiring the allegation of nonpayment, but not requiring its proof at the trial. But despite the fact that the Wisconsin view is more in line with the rules of pleading, it seems the worse of the two evils, for as Brown, J., points out, to hold with the Wisconsin court would be to violate "The whole spirit of the Code". Then, too, the exception established by the Wisconsin rule would be much wider in its application and scope, as it would cover all actions, whereas the exception established by the New York rule would merely operate to narrow the scope of the general denial when applied to one particular situation, that is, a plea of payment.

In conclusion, perhaps it may be said:

1. That in an action on a contract for the payment of money, nonpayment, its breach, must be alleged.
2. A general denial of such a breach ought to operate to put payment in issue.
3. Altho the New York view that nonpayment must be alleged, even tho not in issue under a general denial, is illogical when contrasted to the Wisconsin view, it is sounder in policy, as it better protects the rights and interests of the litigant, it being impossible, under this view, for the clerk, on a complaint, unverified and to which there is no answer, to enter a judgment, unless the complaint contains an allegation of nonpayment or breach.

SITUATION NUMBER THREE

Is Payment New Matter which Necessitates a Reply?

The next issue is this: Does the plea of payment constitute new matter so as to necessitate a reply? Before attempting an answer to this question, it should be observed that "The Codes of the several
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states do not agree as to the necessity for a reply. In a few states, no reply is required or permitted; in some, none is required except to a counterclaim or set-off; and in some, a reply is required when the defense of new matter is to be met by matter in avoidance; while, in others, all new matter in the answer, whether by way of defense or by way of cross-demand, must be replied to, either by denial or by new matter in avoidance. From this statement, the conclusion is obvious that the problem as to whether payment is new matter so as to necessitate a reply will, in large measure, depend upon the nature of the statute under which the question is decided.

But among the various views which prevail, there are at least two of special interest, which are apparently opposed in principle. The first view is that payment constitutes new matter which necessitates a reply, and is perhaps, well represented by the case of Benecia Agriculture Works v. Creighton, decided under a statute which provided that "If the answer contains a statement of new matter, constituting a defense or counterclaim, and the plaintiff fail to reply or demur thereto, within the time prescribed by law, the defendant may move the court for such judgment as he is entitled to on the pleadings." The plaintiff sued for goods sold and delivered. Defendant, in his answer, alleged an accounting, that $55.00 was found to be due, and that he paid the same. These allegations were not denied in the reply. A verdict was rendered for the plaintiff, whereupon the defendant moved for judgment notwithstanding the verdict, which motion was overruled. On appeal, the decision of the lower court was reversed, the upper court holding that since the plea of payment was not denied by the reply it must be taken as true. This amounted to saying that in Oregon payment was new matter which necessitated a reply in order to prevent it from standing admitted on the pleadings.

In Hubler v. Pullen plaintiff sued the defendant on a bill of exchange. Among other defenses, the defendant set up payment, to which particular plea there was no reply. The court held that since there was no reply to the plea of payment, "There was in effect, a trial without an issue, which has often been adjudged erroneous." This case was decided under a statute which provided that "All defenses except the mere denial of the facts alleged by the plaintiff, should be specially pleaded." Construing this statute, the court said.
"This evidently means facts which the plaintiff, to sustain his action, is bound to prove. The complaint, it is true, ordinarily avers that the instrument sued on has not been paid; still, proof of that averment is not required, and therefore, it is not put in issue by a general denial."

It will be noticed that this result in Indiana was attained without the aid of a statutory provision to the effect that if new matter is not replied to it will stand admitted, as was the case in the Oregon decision.

The second and opposite view is that payment is not new matter as to necessitate a reply, and is illustrated by the case of Van Giesen v. Van Giesen,144 decided under a similar statute145 and on the same state of facts. The court held that "Under the Code of 1848, a complete issue was made by an averment in the complaint of nonpayment, and the allegation of payment in the answer; such allegation is not new matter, and no reply is necessary to prevent it standing admitted." Observe that altho New York and Indiana are alike in that both hold that nonpayment must be alleged, even if proof of the allegation is not required,146 New York holds in this case that no reply is necessary because payment is not new matter, clearly implying that a reply would be necessary, if it regarded payment as new matter. The difference, therefore, is not one of principle, as it appears on the surface, but it is one as to whether the plea of payment in that particular situation is new matter, Indiana holding that it is, New York holding that it is not. To state the same thing in another form, in New York, a plea of payment to an action for a debt has been held to be a traverse, whereas, in Indiana, a special plea of payment is not treated as a traverse, but as an affirmative plea. If, as a matter of substantive law the courts of these two states agreed that the plea of payment was always an affirmative defense, both would require a reply to such a plea to prevent the same from standing admitted. It should be noted that the result in New York would be the product of an express statutory provision, whereas in Indiana it would be the product of judicial decision. It should also be observed that in Indiana the courts apparently regard payment as new matter, irrespective of the character of the plaintiff's allegations. This is an arbitrary rule, and it is submitted that the New York view, which leaves the court free to give some regard to the character and form of the allegations, is less apt to lead into difficulty.

144 Supra, n. 38.
145 Sec. 131 of the New York Code of 1848 provided: "When the answer contains new matter constituting a defense or counter-claim, the plaintiff may reply to such new matter, denying particularly each allegation controverted by him."
Another case holding that a special plea of payment is a traverse is the case of Frish v. Caler,¹⁴⁷ which was also a suit on a promissory note, decided under a similar statute. Indeed, the argument in favor of the view that payment is not new matter which necessitates a reply is most ably presented by Cope, J., when he says:¹⁴⁸

"Whether matter is new or not, must be determined by the matter itself, and not by the form in which it is pleaded—the test being whether it operates as a traverse or by way of confession and avoidance. A plea tendering no new issue, but controverting the original cause of action, is a mere traverse, and as nothing new is involved in it, to call it new matter would be a misapplication of terms. It is not essential to a traverse that it be expressed in negative words—the form of the plea depending upon the allegation it is intended to meet; a negative allegation requiring an affirmative plea, and vice versa. An averment that a debt has not been paid, followed by a plea of payment, makes an issue upon the point, and a replication would only amount to a reiteration of the negative already expressed."

On principle, the New York and California view, as represented by Van Giesen v. Van Giesen¹⁴⁹ and Frish v. Caler,¹⁵⁰ seem preferable to the view expressed in the Oregon and Indiana cases, in that they seem to hold that "Matter, whether it is new or not, must be determined by the matter itself", thus leaving some leeway for the courts to give some attention to the substantive character of the various allegations, rather than to be bound by the mere form of the pleadings. In Indiana, at least, the courts seem to lay more emphasis upon the form than upon the substantive character of the various allegations, as they hold that a special plea of payment, which in Van Giesen v. Van Giesen¹⁵¹ was held to be a specific traverse, is not a specific traverse, but an affirmative plea. That is, in Indiana, the statute is so construed as to make all pleas of payment affirmative pleas, whether the language of the pleadings would logically lead to another conclusion or not.

On the other hand, it is difficult to reconcile the result secured in Van Giesen v. Van Giesen¹⁵² with that obtained in McKyring v. Bull.¹⁵³ Concerning the Van Giesen case, Selden, J., said:

"That case simply decided that where the complaint contained an averment of nonpayment, a plea of payment formed a complete issue."

¹⁴⁷Supra, n. 38.
¹⁴⁸At p. 75.
¹⁴⁹Supra, n. 38.
¹⁵⁰Ibid.
¹⁵¹Ibid.
¹⁵²Ibid.
¹⁵³Ibid.
¹⁵⁴Supra, n. 7.
Stated conservatively, lawyers and judges have not been entirely satisfied with the hurried distinction here drawn between the two cases, because if nonpayment could be put in issue by a specific traverse, as is expressly held in *Van Giesen v. Van Giesen*, why, in *McKyring v. Bull*, could it not be put in issue by a general traverse or denial?

In conclusion, probably the most that can be said is this: In states which regard the statutory provisions as absolutely binding, and which adhere strictly to the form of a plea, rather than to its content or substance, payment will be held to constitute new matter which necessitates a reply; but in states which are not so bound by their statutory provisions as to leave out of consideration the character and content of the allegations, payment will be considered not as new matter which necessitates a reply.

VI. CONCLUSION

From the foregoing, perhaps the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. That the usual statement of the general rule, *without qualification*, that payment is an affirmative defense which cannot be relied upon unless specially pleaded and which cannot be shown under the general denial, is neither strictly accurate nor helpful.

2. That in a strict and accurate sense, there is no general rule. But if one must be stated, probably the most that can be said is this: Granted a case wherein the allegation of nonpayment is an essential element in the complaint, a general denial puts payment in issue, and hence payment is not new matter to be specially pleaded; but granted a case wherein the allegation of nonpayment is not an essential element in the complaint, a general denial does not put payment in issue, and hence payment is new matter which must be specially pleaded.

3. That the problem of pleading would be simplified by a rule that nonpayment, the breach, should be alleged and proved in all contract actions for the payment of money; for to hold that a general denial does not put the allegation of nonpayment in issue is to create an exception to the rule that a general denial puts in issue all the material allegations of the complaint; whereas, to hold with the minority view, that nonpayment need not be alleged since it is not placed in issue by the general denial, is to create an exception to the rule that in every action a breach must be alleged—a much more

---
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dangerous exception than the one narrowing the scope of the general denial in a particular situation, as has been pointed out.

4. That "The proper way to plead payment, whether by way of confession and avoidance, or by way of traverse, is to assert it affirmatively. But under the rule that the denial of a negative averment is a defect in form, and not of substance, it might not be error, tho a practice not to be tolerated, to admit evidence of payment, under a denial of alleged nonpayment."166

5. That the difficulties encountered in suits for an existing balance, and in suits wherein the indebtedness is merely alleged in general terms, could be largely eliminated by a strict requirement that facts and not conclusions should be stated; that in any event, when suing on a balance on an open account, it is always advisable for the plaintiff, to sue on the account as it was originally and omit any allegation as to the amount the defendant has paid, thus leaving the same to be pleaded as a defense by the defendant.

6. That altho the conclusions stated may be logically correct, and that the so-called general rule that payment is an affirmative defense presents an anomaly, there seems to be an under current of feeling running thru the decisions, unexpressed, it is true, but evident from a constant striving on the part of the courts to make every case fit into the general rule, that probably the rule, as it stands, presents the best solution of a difficult problem. As pointed out, to require the plaintiff, not only to allege but also to prove the negative averment of nonpayment, is to require the proof of a negative, which is looked upon with little favor by the courts. On the other hand, if the defendant has paid, practically speaking, it places no great burden on him to plead and prove payment as a defense. So, despite the anomaly connected with the plea of payment as an affirmative defense, probably the rule should be retained as a matter of sound policy.

166 Supra, n. 2.